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AN AMAZING INSTRUMENT REPLACING THE COMPASS TO DIVIDE ANGLES  

By Vasile Baciu – Romania  

 
1. Introduction 

To divide an angle of any kind into three equal parts, by means of a ruler and a pair of 

compasses, has been an unsolved issue since ancient times up to the present. However, 

there is a solution to divide an angle of any kind into three equal parts by means of an 

instrument that I have created for this purpose. I mention the fact that this operation is 

impossible with other methods or instruments. In order to do this, I used a different way 

of drawing a circle, without the common compasses that everybody uses. The method 

consists in drawing the circle with a right segment, whose extreme points,  and , move 

forward on two perpendicular axes,  and . By moving the point  along , and 

simultaneously the point  along , all the points belonging to the segment , with the 

exception of its middle, will form ellipses. The middle of the point  where = = , 

will form a circle with its center in . The construction of this circle, as compared to the 

circle drawn with the compasses, will have more points of support, besides  the center of 
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the circle, namely, the position of the points  and , which belong to the axes  and 

. This method of drawing a circle is decisive in construction this instrument (fig. 1) 

 

 
2. Components: 2.1 The fixed part – is a right angle isosceles triangle, with the sides  

perpendicular to , the axes having grooves  mm wide along a certain length (fig.2) 
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2.2. The mobile part – a simple ruler on which I drew a straight line along its length, with 

two orifices having a diameter of 8 mm, 120 mm apart, marked  and . We also made an 

orifice hallway between  and , a point , where = =  mm (fig. 3) 

 
 

3. Assembling the instrument: We use two screws with a diameter of 8 mm and an orifice 

of 2 mm throughout their length. We will insert these screws as follows: one screw will be 

inserted in the orifice  and the groove on the axis , and the other one will be inserted 

in orifice  and in the groove on the axis , bonding the fixed part with the mobile one. 

(fig. 4). 
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4. Functioning: By moving the segment , with points  and  fixed by the screws, on 

the grooves  and , the point  will describe a circle in point . 

5. Using the instrument: 5.1. Any acute angle is given. 5.2. One of its sides is extended on 

the axis  beyond the point of the angle, marked . 5.3. We draw a semi-circle with the 

centre in  the point of the angle given by the radius =  mm (the constant of the 

device, resulting from the length of the segment =  mm), getting the points  and 

 on the sides of the triangle to be divided. 5.4. We fix the INSTRUMENT with the point  

in the pointed angle and the  axis on the extension of side , which is at the junction 

of the axis  and . 5.5 We move the segment  on the grooves marked  and  

until the extension of the segment  reaches the point  on the other side of the angle 

to be divided. 5.6. We use the point of the compasses to prick through the orifices of the 

screws in the points  and , as well as in the point C. 5.7 We lift the instrument from the 

paper. 5.8 We draw a straight line though the pricked points on paper, , ,  and through 

point  which are collinear by construction. 5.9 The angle DAO will be one third of the 

given angle  to be divided. (fig 5) 
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6. Demonstration: 6.1 We join point  with point  and we get the following triangles: 

; ; . In the isosceles triangle , = = , where =  mm it results 

the equality of the angles = , ad the exterior angle of the  triangle, 

respectively the angle = + = . In the isosceles triangle , with 

equal sides = = =  mm,  the equality of the angles = = 	  is 

a result and the exterior angle of the triangle  will be = = =

+ . It finally results that =  

7. Conclusion: We hereby show that the INSTRUMENT presented can be used to divide 

angles into three equal parts, debunking the myth concerning the impossibility of the 

operation. (fig. 6) 

 


